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Interpreting Major Features of National Park
By DR. HAROLD C. BRYANT

Assistant Director National Parks

A new and great educational Following this recommendation
project is deveioping in the national a branch of education was estab-
parks . The visitor who formerly lished in the headquarters office
went to a park simply to view the of the National Park Service in
scenery now is given the opportu- Washington, D. C. At present an
nity really to understand what he assistant director is in charge, with
sees . The instruction is by well- one assistant and a stenographer.
trained scientists, and it is expected An additfonal assistant will be se-
that henceforth the visitor will not cured July 1, 1931. The older divi-
only be taught the fundamentals of sion of publications and visual in-
science but will actually be inspired struction has been assimilated . It
by the superlative natural phe- wi .1 be the duty of this branch to
nomena which he views because he follow the recommendations of the
has learned to understand the in- secretary's committee and organize
terrelations involved .

	

a program which will render ser-
From simple beginnings in Yo- vice (a) to the visiting public de-

semite National Park in 1920, when siring to take advantage of the ex-
two university men started trips Lraordinary educational opportuni-
afield and a series of camp-fire lee- ties of the parks, and (b) to edu-
tares, the work has grown until caters and investigators attempting
now educational opportunity is af- to obtain new information or to in-
forded in practically every major crease their general or special
national park and several of the knowledge of the phenomena repre-
monuments . One may go afield rented in the parks.
with a nature guide, attend illus. BASIC POLICIES
trated lectures, study in museums, The enlarged program of ethics-
or, if less seriously inclined, sim- tional activities of the National
ply secure dependable answers to r'ark Service is based upon the fol-
questions.

	

lowing main general policies:
This enlarged educational devel- 1 . Simple, understandable inter-

opment is the result of investiga- pretation of the major features of
Lions by a committee of scientists eacl park to the public by means
and educators appointed by the of field trips, lectures, exhibits and
secretary of the interior three years literature.
ago to determine the opportunities 2. Emphasis upon leading the
afforded by national parks for edu- visitor to study the real thing itself
cational service to the public . This rather than to utilize second-hand
committee on educational problems information . Cut and dried sea-
in national parks recommended :

	

demic methods must be avoided.
"There should be a division of 3 . Utilization of a highly trained

education co-ordinate with other personnel with field experience,
divisions of the National Park Ser- able to interpret to the public the
vice directed by a man with the laws of the universe as exempli-
best of scientific and educational fled in the parks, and able to de-
qualifications who shall administer velop concepts of the laws of life
the educational program in the useful to all.
park_ :"

	

4 . A research program which

4'
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will furnish a continuous supply As a result of this new develop-
of dependable facts suitable for use ment, the educational work in the
in connection with the educational parks will be co-ordinated and ex-
program . .

	

panded . There is hope that new
Trailside museums have been methods in adult education will be

built in many parks . These mu- discovered and that the national
seums are designed to help the parks will become the great univer-
visitor understand local geological sities of the out-of-doors for which
and biological features . The exhib-
its are simple and understandable their superlative exhibits so splen-
by all .

	

didly equip them.

The School of the Outdoors in Yosemite .

C. A. Harwell, Park Naturalist

There is a charm about our moun- teresting high mountain features of
tains that is attracting ever larger the park. They will stop each night
and larger groups . The casual at one of the High Sierra camps
sightseeing tourist groups are being located an easy day's hiking dis-
replaced by those who are finding tance apart . These hikers' camps
so much to learn in Yosemite that make it possible for one to travel
they come again and again to carry very light and comfortably, while
on real study.

	

the opportunity to have a well-
The thousands who revel in the trained ranger-naturalist as guide

wonders all about them are discov- insures the group will get hidden
ering that the great Yosemite Na- meanings from the granite strue-
tional Park, comprising nearly 1200 ture, the trees, the flowers an i the
square miles, is one vast natural birds which might otherwise be
history museum, with never ending passed unnoticed.
interests and diversions. To both THE YOSEMITE SCHOOL OF
the beginner and the scientist there

FIELD NATURAL HISTORYis a challenge to delve a deeper
and deeper in to nature's boundless This school, organized in 1925 es
treasure store, and the ranger- a result of great interest in outdoor
naturalists are always at their se) . - education on the part of Dr. Harold
vice to aid them in their searching Child Bryant, now assistant to the
for out-of-door knowledge,

	

director of the National Park Ser .
THE SCHOOL OF THE TRAILS vice, each summer attracts a g, ca .p

of 20 students from all parts of the
From a small beginning in Ye- . United States . Started as an ex-

semite in 1920 Nature Guide Service periment, now realizing its worth.
has grown to become one of the the National Park Service is very
major features of the program in proud of it . Emphasis is placed onall national parks. In Yosemite a field work during the seven we ekswell-equipped museum is center for of the course, which for 1931 will
this activity . For the 1931 season be from June 22 to August 7 . Thea staff of 15 ranger-naturalists will living thing in its natural envirc*r
assist park visitors in getting the ment is studied rather than some
most from their vacation in many textbook description of it . Theways,

	

school has been fortunate from the
FIELD TRIPS

	

first in having an excellent staff for
Daily field trips are scheduled such a program. It is a training

from several important centers on course for these who are interested
the floor of the valley, from Glacier in conservation and natural work in
Point, at Tuolumne Meadows and National Park Service or in the
at the Mariposa Grove . Perhaps nature guiding field . Application
the most interesting field trip pos- blanks are available to those inter-
sibility is the six-day hiking trip ested,
which starts each Monday morning JUNIOR NATURE SCHOOL
at 7:30 with a ranger-naturalist.
The party usually numbers 10 or 12

	

To take care of the nature edt cn-
and hikes approximately 70 tnil0 :l tion of the children of residents i f

during the week over the m ist la-

	

Continued on page 'l7
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OVER YOSEMITE TRAILS

Six Day Hikes in the High Sierra

By C. A. HARWELL

Park Naturalist

Yosemite National Park through Merced Lake High Sierra camp,
its ranger-naturalist service offers 13 miles from Happy Isles.
visitors a wide variety of activities

	

Booth Lake High Sierra camp,
from which to choose . There are 7.6 miles from Merced Lake.
guided short walks on the floor of Tuolumne Meadows High Sierra
the valley for study of trees, birds, Camp, eight miles from Booth
flowers and trail-side objects in Lake.
their natural setting ; there are

	

Glen, Aulin High Sierra camp, five
daily lectures at the museum a.nd miles from Tuolumne Meadows.
hotels ; there are all-clay hikes, each

	

Tenaya Lake High Sierra camp,
day to some new point above the seven miles from Glen Aulin.
rim of the valley ; there are nature From this last camp the trip to
trails, museums, bear feedings, eve- Mirror Lake in the valley is 12
ping campf'res, auto caravans, chit- miles.
drens' nature school a .nd a school of
field natural history for college NEW TRAIL TO MERCED LAKE
graduates . All are interesting and

	

This summer the newly-construct-attract thousands each season. In
fact last year 22,528 went afield ed trail directly through Little Yo-
with our naturalists on guided) trips, Semite, Lost Valley and then
244,516 listened to our lectures, through the marvelous granite
211,120 visited our Yosemite Mu- gorge of the Merced river will
scum. We reached practically every open . Besides opening up this won-

be

of the 456,353 people who visited derful stretch of wild water, smootho
the park during the year. granite surfaces, heretofore lost

Those of us connected with this valleys and other interesting fea-
work in Yosemite are most proud of tures, this new trail will save ap-
our s`x-day hikes through the High proximately one mile in distance
Sierra . We consider them the high and especially will save the punish-

lights of our service . We like to meat of climbing 1000 feet higher
encourage people to get away from than the lake and then down again
the crowded floor of the valley and as was necessary on the old trail
to explore some of the wonders of by way of Sunrise creek. The new

the back country where 700 miles trail joins the old one at Echo
of

trail open up the 1139 square Creek, from which point it is two

lles of our park .

	

miles to Merced Lake High Sierra
na camp, situated at the upper end of

NIT HIGH SIERRA CAMPS

	

the lake and where dinner is served
NIT

	

at 6 o'clock.
Hiking is made a pleasure be- At Merced lake you are in mar-

rnuse the Yosemite Park and Curry velous fishing territory. A num-
Compa.ny has established High Sier- ber of small streams are easily ac
re camps an easy day's walk apart cessible . The river is open to you
where meals -real mountain meals for several miles and there are

lire served at $1 each and beds boats for rent for lake fishing,
pre $1 per night . And the beds have either at Merced lake or nearby
aprings, mattresses, clean linen rand Washburn lake.

	

Babcock lake,
Irnty of blankets! Camps are

	

Emeric lake and Bernice lake are
lieu to this order :

	

all In striking distance .
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YOSEMITE TO MERCED LAKE

TRAILS TO BOOTH

	

for one day. The dotted route on
our map indicates a very successful

LAKE CAMP

	

trip that has been made by several
parties under the direction of our

Soon after leaving Merced Lake ranger-naturalist staff.
Camp, the hiking party must decide
whether they want to take the eas- TRIP TO TUOLUMNE MEADOWS

ier and shorter trail by way of Leaving Boothe lake, the easiest
Babcock lake or the Vogelsang and usually followed route taken is
Pass trail, which gains an altitude by way of Rafferty creek to reach
of 10,700 feet . A very good view is the Tuolumne Meadows High Sier-obtained from this pass up the Ma- ra camp . From Tuolumne Pass,
clure fork of the Merced toward its the trail is all down hill, so corrsti-
headwaters on the rugged slopes of tutes one of the easiest hiking days
Maclure - Florence - Parsons - Sim- of the trip . The view toward the
coons peaks and down its canyon crest of the range, where Conness
looking across Merced lake to the (12,556 feet) and Dana sho .s up asMount Clark range . The trail de-
scends abruptly to the margin of the most prominent peaks, and
Vogelsang lake and then down to mil es of mountain meadow stretch
Booth Lake Camp, where the alti- before you, is superb . Convenient

tude is 10,000 feet . Mountain appe- foot logs will be found for crossparty
tites are at their best, the host and the LyeIl fork, so that the party
hostess receive you cordially, and can cross over to the Tuolumne
so the party is always in fine Meadows High Sierra Camp, situ-so

	

on Dana fort:, quite directly.spirit .

	

At this camp and at Merced Lake

SIDE TRIP TO MT. LYELL

		

Camp hot showers are available
and always welcome.

Yosemite's highest peak, Mt. Ly- SIDE Titus FROMell (13,090 feet), is just 10 miles TUOLUMNE MEADOWSfrom this camp and offer's one of
the richest mountain experiences Many days could be spent at this
possible in the Yosemite region, as point (altitude 8600 feet), where
the largest glacier of pur Sierras is lake and stream fishing are to be
still at work on its northern slopes . enjoyed, surrounded by superb
Though there is no trail .:onst act- scenery . A number of most inter
ed, the most desirable route is so esting mountain-climbing trips
well monumented that no difficul- could he planned . Cathedral Peek,
ty should he encountered from that 10,933 feet ; Unicorn Peak, 10,849
point in making the trip. Some ar- feet ; Mt . Conness, 12,556 feet, and
rangement must needs be made for Mt . Dana, 13,050 feet, are rill with-
staying out one night, as the trip in onsy re c h . M1. Dana is the c ne
of 20 arorr-t :ain qriles Is too much roust nttrn chosen by our organ-
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MERCED LAKE TO TUOLUMNE MEADOWS

d hiking parties because it is taken the day the party arrives
Idly climbed and offers exception- from Tuolumne Meadows, making
views. To the east the rugged a total of 11 miles for the day . In
d sharp escarpment of the Sierra late summer, of course, when the

fops almost abruptly to the Mono river is low, this side trip is often
e region some 6900 feet below.

	

not taken.

TRIP TO GLEN AULIN

	

TRIP TO TENAYA LAKE

Leaving Tuolumne Meadows, high The McGee Lake trail gives us
Sierra camp, the ranger station is exit from Glen Aulin . An easy
loon reached on the Tioga road, and day's travel of seven miles through
a step is always made at the adjoin- splendid forests of fir and scattered
Ing store to purchase a supply of growths of juniper and hemlock,
oranges, lemons and sugar, for use brings us to the Tioga road and
at one of the two marvelous soda Tenaya Lake, which the Indians
Springs soon to be reached . The called "Py-we-ack"—"The Lake of
best mineral water is found at the the Shining Rocks ." The Tenaya
Clierra Club lodge, a mile and three- Lake High Sierra camp is located
quarters west of the ranger station . at the upper end of this lake . Here
The trail for Glen Aulin starts di- are many attractions which will en-

' rectly from this spring, soon crosses tice hikers . Fine boating and fish-
Delaney Creek and follows the Tu- ing and superb scenic surroundings
olttmne river .

	

make this camp deserving of a long
Descending abruptly into the visit.
rand Canyon of the Tuolumne, we At Lake Tenaya glacial pave-
ass California Falls, LeConte Falls meats may be seen at their best.
nd many other spectacular but un- Entire acres of this br'lliant, gleam-

named cascades . At White Cas- ing polish awaken the wonder and
Curies, the Tuolumne tumbles into a admiration of every lover of the
wonderful little glen, shut off from high trails . The pressure exerted
the world by sheer granite cliffs.

	

by the ice in producing the polish
must have been tremendous, per-

WATERWHEEL FALLS

	

haps more than one hundred tons

Ilere at Conness creek, where the to the square foot.
river pauses a moment before re- RETURN TO YOSEMITE

Turning its tumultuous rush into its VALLEY
Halleeleep canyon, is the Glen Aulin
amp, 7800 feet altitude . Water- Leaving Tenaya Lake High

heel halls, the Tuolumne's unique Sierra camp, the trail follows the
pression of leaping power and Tioga road to a point one-half mile
odes+ beauty, is reached by trail west of the lake . Among points of
ree miles further down the clot- most Interest on this day's hike are
n , the marvelous viewr down into the
This six-tulle tilde trip Is usually deep Tenaya eanyon and across to
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TRAILS '1'U GLEN AUL'N

Clouds Rest and Half Dome, ma- It is necessary that you sign up
jestic forests of red fir (Abies mag- for one of these trips in advance at
nifica), and mountain meadows of the Yosemite Museum or at any In-
bright-hued wild flowers.

	

formation desk so that accommo-
The group all too soon find them- dations can be assured and parties

selves at Mirror Lake, where pass- organized.
ing motor cars, increasing numbers
of people, and paved highways WHAT TO TAKE
bring them suddenly back to civili-
zation, but perhaps, make the expe- The equipment for the High
riences of the six or seven days Sierra trip varies with the indi-
spent in the open all the more rich vidual. We find that the less theand lasting .

	

equipment, the more the real plea-
sure.

TO GO

	

sure . Too many people load them-
WHEN

	

down with unnecessary arti-
cles

first

	

for this summer cles and thus slow up their own
party

	

progress and make going needlessly
will leave Happy Isles 7 :30 a . m., hard.
June 22, under the direction of We have conducted these trips
Ranger-Naturalist Ralph Teall . for seven summers and suggest the
June 29, Ranger-Naturalist Bob following list:
Rose will start out with a party

	

1 sweater or coat.
and then for the next seven Mon- 1 extra pair wool socks.
day mornings our six-day hiking

	

1 extra shirt.
groups will hit the trail in happy

	

1 first-aid kit--roll of adhesive
mood from t lappy Isles . The last tape .
party will go out August 17 .

	

1 change of underwear.
For those • rho love the freshness

	

Necessary toilet articles.
of early season, lots of water in Camera, fishing equipment, binoc-
streams and falls the earlier trips ulars, string, knife, flashlight, topo-
are advised. July is best for fish- graphic map, etc ., are all handy
ing and balmy mountain days, so things to have along, but are not
come when you like—or when you essential to the success of the trip.
can .

	

For further information address
C. A . Harwell, Park-Naturalist,

MUST SIGN UP

	

1 oeemite National Park, Calif .
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The School of the Outdoors in Yosemite

Continued from page 42

Yosemite and children of visitors Sierra Club will be i 3 tine high
to the park a Junior Nature School mountain regions of 4 leemite from
is operated in connection with the July 10 to August 8 . 'the American
museum during the six weeks' car- Nature Association is organizing a
responding with the University of club of twenty, to coflle :.oin the

• California summer session . The East under the direction of Rich-
` anger-naturalists, assisted by :tat- and W . Westwood, chiilf of the edt-

nteer nature lovers are the tea- torial staff of Nature 1iaagazine, on
rs . The group meets at the mu- an extended tour of national parks.

-seum each morning at 9 o'clock. This group will be in Yieemite from
They are segregated on the basis of August 5 to 13 . Clark University of
ability . Informal talks, laboratory Worcester, Mass ., is touting their
work, field trips and hikes make up nation-wide geography tour through
the program . Any child may enroll Yosemite for their third summer.
for one day or longer . All are wet- Ten students of the department of
come . Several parents have signi- entomology of the Utaivcrsity of
fied their intention to come to Yo- California are coming in to Yo-
semite for this period to give their semite from May 15 tD July 1 to
children the advantage of this nut- carry on extensive field investige-
door school .

	

tions . They will make) headquar-

SEVERAL GROUPS PLAN TO

	

ters for their work at Yosemite mu-

VISIT YOSEMITE THIS SUMMER seum, where ample lecture and lab-
oratory facilities are available for

For its thirtieth annual outing the that kind of work.

Dr. Matthes Throws New Light on Yosemite Story
C A. HARWELL, Park Naturalist

Few valleys or canyons elsewhere semite is primarily a st ream-worn
on earth have aroused more wide- canyon, but slightly modified b;
spread curiosity or have given rise glacial action How much of the
to more speculation and dispute as excavating was done by the Merced
to the secret of their origin than river, which flows through the vat-
the Yosemite Valley, in California ley, and how much by the ancient
So extraordinary is the valley's ap glaciers is, indeed, the crux of the
pearance, with its sheer, monumen Yosemite problem.
tal walls and massive, rounded PAMPHLET TELLS STOFYdomes, its lofty, swaying waterfalls
and level, park-like floor, that it This much mooted question is the-
ccems in a class by itself, created subject of a new publication b-: the
In some unusual way . The layman's United States Department of the
Inclination, not unnaturally, is to Interior—Professional Paper 160 of
appeal to a dramatic, violent cause the Geological Survey, entitled
:tome of the earlier scientists also "Geological History of the Yosem-
supposed the strange chasm to have • ite Valley," which is obtainable
been formed by nothing less than from the superintendent of docu-
u cataclysm, such as the caving in ments, Washington, D . C., or from
ur rending apart of the earth's Yosemite Museum, Yosemite Na-
t'rust . Others, however, recogniz- tional Park for $1 .10 . This paper
rig on its walls the mark of glacial embodies the results of investiga-

action, conceived the valley to have tions that were begun some years
been excavated and scoured out bV ago, primarily in response to the
a powerful glacier of the ice age popular demand for information
John Muir, the famous West Coast concerning the way in which the
naturalist, was the foremost of beautiful valley was formed . It is
theme . Still others, denvl•tg that gla from the pen of Francois E . Mat
Were have any notable t•xcnvetin{t then, who is also the author of the
power, have contended that the Ye detailed topographic map . of the
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valley that accompanies the volume
A special chapter on the granite
rocks of the Yosemite region is con-
tributed by Frank C. Calkins.
DEEP GORGE WHEN
GLACIER ARRIVED

The new investigations have, in
the first place, removed the uncer-
tainty that has always existed as
regards the extent and magnir.udr-
of . the ancient Yosemite Giaciel
They have shed new light on the
glacial history of the Yosemite re
g'on, shcwin p_ that that region and
a large part of the Sierra Nevada
were glaciated at least three times.
at long intervals, during the ice
: e go Three important chapters of
the preglacia' history of the Yo
cernite Valley which heretofore ha.,
been a sealed book, also stand re
vealed The valley was cut to sue
cessive ly greater depths by th-
Merced rive in consequence of
'nccessive aptilting, amounting tr
thousands of feet, of the vast earth
block that constitutes the Sierra
Nevada. The depth of the valley al
each of these earlier stages ha-
been determined within narrow lira
its . The chaem, it is now clear, a,
ready had a depth of 3000 fee,
when the firs* glacier invaded it.
and so there is fairly definite bas',-
for estimates of the amount of ex-
cavation acc•nplished by the Mel
ced river and the Yosemite glacie, .
respectively The remarkable con-
figuration of the valley, finally, is
explained by the fact that the ex-
cavating action of the glacier was-
controlled by the jointed structure
of the granite, which is extremely
varied.
THE SCENIC' FORMATIONS

These general facts and explana-
tions and many of a more detailed
nature relating to individual fea
tares of the Yosemite Valley, such
as the famous Half Dome, the cliff
of El Capitan, and the Yosemite
Falls, are set forth in language sim
ple enough t, be understood by one
having no geologic training, yet in
sufficient fullness to leave no doubt
in the tritica . reader's mind as t"
the foundation of observed facts or
as to the processes of reasoning
whereby the conclusions are
reached . Of the nearly half a mil-
lion people who visit Yosemite an-
nually probably few have failed to
ask such questions as are answered
in this volume

The paper is illustrated by nu

merous photographs showing the
striking features of the Yosemite
Valley and by several maps, includ-
ing one on which the ancient gla-
ciers are shown restored . A series
of four perspective views helps the
reader to visualize the form and
character of the Yosemite Valley at
each stage of its development.

YOSEMITE BIRD
REPORT FOR APRIL

Enid Michael, Ranger Naturalist
Ornithologically the month of

April in Yosemite Valley had sev-
eral interesting features . In the
first place, there were only 50 spe-
cies noted for the month, which
number is eight below the April
average for the last 10 yea's . In
the second place, after 10 years of
daily observation in the valley we
began to expect certain species of
summer visitants to arrive close to
a definite date. This year, how-
ever, we find many species arriv-
ing from a week to 10 days earlier
than their 10-year average date.

The species that we have learned
to expect about the middle of April
were the species that arrived early
this year. The species that are due
about the last day of the month
were not ahead of schedule, rn fact,
several expected species d .d net ar-
rive so early as in other years Yel-
low warblers were common at El
Portal on April 20 and yet they
were not noted in the valley until
the 25th, when two birds were seen
They were not again noted until
the last day of the month. Weed
pewees and western flycatchers
were also seen at El Portal on the
20th. These birds had not arrived
in the valley on the last day )1 the
month.

For the first time in 11 yea's the
evening Grosbeak was the most
common bird in the Yosemite Year
after year there has been a gradual
increase of evening grosbeaks, this
month there have been hundreds
present and birds are likely cc be
found in any section of the valley.

Assistant Park Naturalist, George C.
Crowe . left Yosemite May 15, to accept
appointment as Custodian of Devils
Tower National Monument, in Wyoming.
Mr . Crowe will be greatly missed in Yose-
mite, but he is advancing to larger respon-
sibility in National Park Service, so our
congratulations go with him .

	

-
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